
Osaka Startup Ecosystem Consortium

Kindai University
We support promising entrepreneurs with systematical programs that cover 
everything from the basic to operational levels for starting new businesses.

■Nurturing individuals to become  entrepreneurs
Kindai University has established the “ACADEMIC THEATER”, a 
center that realizes one of our founding principles “Learning for 
the real world”. From medicine to the arts, various kinds of 
projects take place at this comprehensive study facility which 
consists of the academic essence of 14 faculties, 48 departments 
and a junior college. Among the projects, the “Incubation 
Factory” is sure to create new values as it plays a role in nurturing 
individuals to become entrepreneurs.
■What is the "Incubation Factory”?

This factory handles activities related to the necessary education, 
nurturing and support required in the realization of our goal of
producing entrepreneurs and student venture companies. The 
factory is open to all Kindai University students regardless of their 

faculty.

■Our main activities
・Lean Launch Pad (Education)
This is a series of entrepreneurship lectures advocated by Mr. 
Steve Blank, a serial entrepreneur who teaches at Stanford 
University. In this program, students can theoretically learn from 
the creation of ideas to the hypothetical verification of business 
models.
・STARTUP ACADEMY KINDAI (Education) 

This course focuses on actually doing business. As head of a 
company, students sell products and attain profit in the real 
business world. Students receive practical experience.
・Entrepreneur-oriented Communities (Nurturing)

We hold many kinds of seminars. We also have study sessions 
for the community taught by invited entrepreneurs, venture 
capitalists and other professionals. There are also study 
meetings that students independently organize.
・OKonomi (Support)

The screening committee by venture capitalists and 
entrepreneurs is held once a month. Successful teams are 
provided with 300,000 JPY as reserve for the establishment of a 
company in addition to one year of mentoring for business 
development.
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To become the university that produces the largest 
number of student entrepreneurs in Japan
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Providing a center where
future student
entrepreneurs can develop
and find partners to build
businesses together.


